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Abstract 

When decision makers want to kriovr7 outcomes of busiiless processes in their organizations, 
they often use simulations to do this. This paper describes how a new Query-Driven Simulation 
(QDS) approach call be used by decision makers to obtain illformation about future outcomes 
of business processes in a more declarative, flexible, and interactive way than the traditional 
approach of running simulations and then gathering statistics about simulation outcomes. The 
paper also describes the types of questioas decision makers ask about outcomes of business 
processes and studies how easy it is to express these questions in terms of an SQL-like query 
language SimQL designed for Query-Driven Simulatioas. It also identifies the types of appli- 
cations that are especially well-suited for QDS. Finally, the paper describes the Query-Driven 
Simulation Modeling Lifecycle and how QDS provides a feedback loop in the model development 
process. 
KEY WORDS: Decision Support, Query-Driven Simulations, Discrete-Event Simulations, 
Databases, Query Languages, Modeling Lifecycle. 

1 Introduction 

Throughout their daily activities, decision malcers ask different questions about future outcomes of 

business processes running within their organizations. The information they obtain by asking these 

questions helps them make planning, control, and staffing decisions. For example, a foreman in a 

manufacturing facility may want t o  know horn many parts will be produced within the next shift, so 

that  he or she can notify the distribution department beforehand, and the distribution department 

can determine how many trucks will be needed t o  carry these parts. In a mail order company, a 

salesperson may want t o  know if it is possible t o  deliver a customer order within 2 weeks. The 

salesperson can use this information t o  promise the customer the delivery date that  is earlier than 

the regular delivery date under the current 3-to-4 weeks delivery policy. In the banking industry, a 
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manager may want to know how many tellers will tlse new branch need so that appropriate hiring 

decisions can be made. 

The problem of predicting the future outcomes of business processes has certainly been ad- 

dressed before, mainly within the framework of Operations Research and Management Science. In 

particular, mathematical models of business processes are built by model developers who also try to 

find analytical solutions to these models. If an analytical solution can be found, then the behavior 

of the model is well understood. However, in complex industrial and organizational settings it is 

often difficult t o  find analytical solutiolss to  these models. Hence we have to  resort to  techniques 

like simulation to  capture the inherent consplexity of such systems [30]. 

To answer questions such as the ones presented above about simulation models, these models 

are executed many times and summary statistics about individual runs are collected in one of the 

following two ways. In the first approach, summary statistics are computed inside the simulation 

program, and the program produces the final results to tlse user. In the second approach, various 

simulated events are recorded in the trace files, and then statistics are collected from these trace 

files by either writing programs in one of tlse programming languages, such as Fortran or C, or by 

using one of the statistical packages, such as SAS [29]. In both cases, if a user wants to  find some 

additional summary statistics about the model not a priori produced by the model, he or she has 

to  know simulation languages, progranllssilsg languages and/or statistical packages in order to  make 

appropriate changes t o  the programs and be able to  gatlrer statistics. 

Since most of the people who ask questions about future outcomes of business processes in 

their organizations, such as a foreman, a salesman, or a bank manager, do not know much about 

simulations, programming languages, or statistical packages, they cannot ask ad-hoc questions 

about future outcomes of their business processes as the questions arise "on-the-fly." Instead, they 

have to  rely on the systems developed by information systems departments that support a fixed 

set of "canned" questions. Clearly, this situation is unsatisfactory in many organizations, such as 

manufacturing, transportation, or in the military, where various users want to  ask many different 

questions about simulation outcomes of various models. 

To address this problem, the idea of Query-Driven Sinzulations was proposed in [24, 361 and 

was subsequently developed in [3]. Query-Driven Si~?sulations (QDS) is an approach to  simulations 

in which the user first asks queries about outcomes of simulations and then, depending on the query, 

different simulations are launched in order to  answer it. After simulations are finished, the query 

expressed by the user is evaluated on the trace files generated by simulations. For example, assume 

a foreman wants to know how many parts will be i~lanufactured within the next 8 hours based 
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on the manufacturing model Manufict-Model-2 of tlie plant. According to  the QDS approach, it 

should be determined first what events in the Manufact-Model-2 should be traced and for how long 

in order t o  answer the query (i.e. tlie event Finished(Part, Time) should be traced for 8 hours of 

simulated time). Then simulations are launched for that alilount of time and designated events 

(i.e. Finished(Part,Time)) are recorded in the trace files that are stored in a temporal database 

(331. The query is then evaluated on these trace files. 

In [3], we describe an arcl~itecture, and an implementation of a specific QDS system, called 

Cassandra+. We also present the query language SinzQL for asking questions about simulation 

outcomes. The main feature of the ~as sand ra+  architecture and tlie language SimQL is that 

any temporal relational query language, such as TQuel [32] or TSQL f2.51, can be embedded in 

SimQL, and that SimQL queries can be asked about simulation models written in any simulation 

language assuming that the language can produce trace files having a certain format. We also 

argue in [3] that the QDS approach provides a more declarative, flexible, and interactive way 

of obtaining information about outconies of business processes than the traditional approach of 

launching simulations and gathering statistics since it eliminates the problems associated with the 

latter approach described above. 

In this paper, we describe in which applications, how, and by ~vholn QDS systems, and 

Cassandra+ in particular, can be used. We will start with the analysis of the types of questions 

decision makers typically ask about outcomes of business processes in Section 2. In Section 3, we 

explain how Cassandra+ can be used to  answer these questions. I11 Section 4, we compare the QDS 

approach with the traditional approach to simulations. In Section 5 ,  we describe the types of appli- 

cations where QDS systems are tlre most useful. Finally, in Section G .we describe the Query-Driven 

Modeling Lifecycle that specifies the process of development, installation, usage, and modification 

of simulation models based on the QDS approach. 

2 Types of Questions Decision Makers Ask About Outcomes of 
Business Processes 

The types of questions decision lnaliers ask about outcomes of business processes vary significantly 

across different industries, organizations within an industry, functional units within an organization, 

and levels of management within a functional unit. These questions also vary depending on whether 

the question is about possible outcornes of business processes that are currently running in real-time 

(e.g., how many parts will be manufactured in the next shift?) or about some hypothetical business 

process (e.g., what will the average cost of producing new product be?). We will call the first type 
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of questions on-line or real-time, and the second one we will call 08-line. Furthermore, questions 

can vary depending on whether they are asked about the present state of the system, about the 

past, or about the future state of the system. Questions about the future, can be of predictive or 

evaluative nature (e.g., could we have fulfilled Order-5 (assuming it was not) if we had used FIFO 

queuing discipline as opposed to  the LIFO discipline we used over the last month). 

In this section, we consider a manufacturing organization and describe the types of questions 

decision makers within such an organization may want to  ask about the future outcomes of various 

processes in this organization. We choose a manufacturing example for the following reasons. 

First, there has been much interest developed in the last several years in applying information 

technologies for solving manufacturing problems [28, 2, 271. Second, simulations are widely used 

in manufacturing [21, 8, 201 thus making it a good application for testing our ideas. Finally, as 

we show later in this section, various people in a mailufacturillg organization want to  ask many 

different questions about future outco~lles of manufacturing processes. Also we decided to  consider 

questions only about the future because these questions are of great interest to  decision makers 

and because answering these questions requires running simulations. 

We divide the questions manufacturing people want to ask about outcomes of lnanufacturing 

activities into several groups according to the standard classification of [15] as presented in Figure 1. 

As Figure 1 shows, the decision makers are grouped based on the functional units they belong to  

and based on the level in the organizational structure to which they belong. 

For each group of people in Figure 1, we describe the questions about outcomes of business 

processes in which they are mostly interested. These questions were obtained from the literature 

[6, 34, 31, 351, and through extensive discussions with ma~rufacturi~lg professionals [ll, 38, 26, 181. 

We assume that the questions presented below are real-time predictive questions, unless stated 

otherwise. 

Cell-1: In this class of queries, decision makers are interested in asking questions about produc- 

tion targets, quality assurance, job priority assignment, machine utilizations, raw-material 

availability, set-up tinie, work-f ow co-ordination, and so on. Below, we provide examples of 

some of the typical questions different operations people may want t o  ask. 

Foreman - How many jobs will be produced in the next shift? 

Foreman - Which machines will have an utilization ratio of lnore than 90% during the next 

shift? 

Foreman - What will be total set-up time when we change from process 1 to process 2? 

Manager - When should component-1 be delivered to  station-.A so as to  complete assembly 
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Production Finance1 Sales1 Human 
Accounting Marketing Resources 

Figure 1: A Classification of Questions Arising Within Orga,nizations 

of unit PJ-352 on time? 

Foreman - Where will job-5 be 5 hours from now? 

Manager - Will job-5 be completed if me give it the highest priority? 

Quality Control Engineer - Bow many jobs will be rejected in the next batch? 

Foreman - What is the expected transit time for a part in the plant? 

Foreman - What will be the scrap rate per lnachine in the next sliift? 

Cell-2: These queries are asked to  help decision rnalters in fina.nce depa,rtment manage their cash 

fiow and for accountants to see if the ~nanufacturing costs are under control and to  ascer- 

tain costs of llianufacturing new products. Sonle typical questions finance and accounting 

managers may want to  a.sk are: 

Finance Manager - How many jobs will be produced this week, next week and week after 

that? 

Accountant - What will be the vasiation from the standard costs of the product per machine 

during the next shift? 
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Accountant - What will be the material costs for order-5 during the next shift? 

Accountant - What will be the labor cost for the next shift? 

Finance Manger - What will be the average cost of producing jobs of type A? (off line) 

Cell-3: These kinds of questiolls are used to help the salesmail to answer questions about customer 

order processing, delivery speed-up, etc. These questions will also help a salesman determine 

if a particular customer request can be met on time, track the status of a customer order 

and to  see which customer requests can be met. The marketing manager a t  the operations 

level is interested in manufacturing and delivery times of products and flexibility in delivery 

schedules. Some typical questions sales and marketing managers may want to  ask are: 

Salesman - Is it possible to complete job-5 irt S hours? 

Salesman - What will be the cost of fulfilling the Order-5 if it is completed using the least 

priority? 

Salesman - Could we have fulfilled Order-5 (assuming it was not) if we Bad used FIFO queuing 

discipline instead of LIFO discipline that we used over the last month? (evaluative) 

Brand manager - Is it possible t o  fulfill orders for a new product xvithin the next two months? 

Salesman - How long will it take to  complete Order-5 if we add optional feature-l? 

Salesman - If job-5 is assigned a different priority, which are the jobs that will not be completed 

in the given time but would have bee11 colllpleted under the old priority? 

Brand manager - If the actual demand for 1 liter bottles of the soft drink A is 7% larger than 

the forecasted demand for these bottles, then how fast will the nlanufacturing department be 

able t o  meet this increased demand? 

Cell-4: The queries listed below help llunlan resources department make staffing decisions. This 

will ensure that manpower is available to  meet order requirements. Some typical questions 

human resource managers may want to ask are: 

Manager - What will be the average output of jobs if we vary the number of shifts from 1 

through 3? (off-line) 

Manager - Given that employee--& is not available for the rest of the week, can the work be 

routed to  employees C and D? 

Personnel Manager - To complete order-20 by the 3oth of this month what is the total over- 

time that will be granted? 

Personnel Manger - How many new employees do we need to  hire in the next two weeks for 

the new project? 
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Cell-5: Production middle managers may want to ask questions about future outcomes of man- 

ufacturing processes to make better production planning decisions. These questions help to  

ensure that production, utilization and various other targets are met. Capacity planning, 

workflow redesign and coordination decisions are also addressed by these questions. Some 

typical questions production middle managers lnay want to  ask are: 

Manager - What will be the lnachine utilization ratios for the various plants for the next 

shift? 

Manager - What should the lot size be t o  satisfy our future demand profile a t  the minimum 

cost? (optimization) 

Manager - Which of the four scheduling lreuristics mill help meet the target production of 100 

jobs in 8 hours? 

Plant Manager - How will throughput be affected if I rearrange my factory? 

Plant Manager - Can I reduce my Work-In-Process (WIP) by reducing set-up times? 

Manager - Among the four workshop configurations which one delivers the maximum through- 

put? (off-line) 

Manager - What will be the yield per plant for the next quarter for Product-C? 

Manager - How many additional machines need to be purchased if we change the production 

process? 

Cell-6: Financial and accounting middle managers ask the questions in this group in order to  make 

budgeting decisions and ensuring that production costs are under control. They can also be 

used for perforlning sensitivity analysis of costs. Sollle typical questions middle managers in 

finance and accounting may want to ask are: 

Finance Manager - What will be the nlaintellance cost for Plan-A for the next 6 months? 

Finance Manager - If we had done only preventive maintenance what would have been the 

total manufacturing costs? 

Accountant - What will be the variance in production costs and production times for product- 

A between the plants in the east coast and the ones in the west? 

Accountant - Is tile total cost of producing product-A more sensitive t o  transportation costs, 

production costs, or tariffs? 

Finance Manager - What will be the average cost of manufacturing product-A per plant for 

the next quarter? (off-line) 
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Cell-7: Marketing managers are interested to know how much time it will take to  manufacture new 

products or modify existing products to meet customer denmnd. They are also interested in 

the promotion planning questions. Some typical questions these managers may want to ask 

are: 

Marketing Research Manager - Which promotiolzal campaign will generate maximum sales 

for Brand A in the eastern region? 

Product Manager - How much time will it talie to bring the prototype of a new product to  

the market (set up a mallufacturillg line for it and move it into production)? 

Product Manager - How much time will it take to  add this new feature to  Brand A and move 

it into production? 

Marketing Research Manager - Call the new product be produced in size X using existing 

technology and at the current cost? 

Product Manager - Should we change our lnarketing strategy for Product-A so that it appeals 

to  the younger generation? 

Sales Manager - Which incentive scheme for tlze sales force will result in a 10% increase in 

total sales? 

Cell-8: Just like quadrant 4 such questions are helpful in making staffing and training decisions. 

In this case however, equipment purchase decisiolzs are made along with staffing decisions. 

This quadrant should also handle questiolls that help negotiate pay scales with unions. 

Manager - Is our manpower suflicie~zt to meet the productioil schedule for the next quarter? 

Manager - How many employees have to be trained in the new methodology? 

Manager - If we had fixed the pay rates of Class A employees at  $X per hour for 2 years and 

new recruits at $Y per hour, would we have made better return on investment for plant A? 

(evaluative) 

Manager - How many people experienced in prograllllnilzg CNC maclzilles have to  be recruited? 

Cell-9: Senior snanagernellt in operations typically asks questiolzs about operations that have a 

long-term impact on tlze company, suclz as business process re-engineering or make-vs-buy 

questions. 

Manager (of a leading PC manufacturer) - Is it better to  malzufacture a new microprocessor 

in house or buy it from a leading chip manufacturer? 
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Manager - Will automation of manufacturing process C increase productivity? 

Manager - What will happen if I re-engineer my workflow? 

Manager - If we completely automate workstation-X how will it improve the overall perfor- 

mance of our shop? 

Manager - Is it worth investing in the new machine or should we buy more of the old machine? 

Cell-10: Senior management in Finance and Accounting asks budgeting and process redesign 

questions having long-term impact on the organization. 

Accountant - What does my invoicing process really look like, and where can improvements 

be made t o  minimize processing delays in our new plant? 

Accountant - What will the break-up of expenses be when our new plant is opened in Latin 

America in 6 months? 

Finance Manager - In wlzich plants can budget cuts be enforced to reduce total production 

cost by lo%? 

Finance Manager - How will NAFTA affect our revenues and profits? 

Cell-11: Examples of questions asked by senior sales and marketing managers are long term budget 

allocation and market share estimation questions. 

Marketing VP - How much money should be assigned to advertising? 

Marketing VP - How will my distribution system behave with 25% fewer employees? 

Marketing VP - What will be our total sales in the Asian markets for the next year? 

Marketing VP - How can we arrest the decline in sales in the domestic market? 

Cell-12: A Senior Human Resources Manager asks questions that help him or her make long-term 

stafifing, training, and promotion decisions. 

Human Resource Director - How drastically will the shortage of qualified personnel affect the 

output in our Latin American Plant? 

Human Resource Director - 14ihat will be the total training cost for running the Mexican 

Plant? 

Human Resource Director - What should the hiring pattern be for next year? 

As we showed in this section, va,sious people a,cross different functional units and across various 
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levels of management in a snanufacturing organization are interested in many questions about 

outcomes of their business processes. 

As we pointed out in the introduction already, the need to answer tlzese questions was addressed 

before within the framework of Operations Research and Management Science by developing mathe- 

matical models of manufacturing processes and solving tlzese models. MThenever analytical solutions 

could not be found, modelers resorted to simulations. We also pointed out in the introduction that 

the traditional simulate-and-gather-st atistics approach lzas problems since it requires the end-users 

either t o  know simulations, statistical, and progranlrning systems, or use the "turn-key" software 

developed by simulation specialists allowing tlze end-users to  ask only a fixed set of "canned" 

queries. 

In the next section, we briefly describe the Query-Driven Simulation system Cassandra+ and 

its query language SimQL tlzat lets the users formulate and answer questions about outcomes of 

simulation models. We will also show how Cassandra+ can aizswer some of tlze questions presented 

in this section. 

3 How Users Can Get Answers About Outcomes of Business 
Processes Using Cassandra+ 

In this section, we describe how end-users can get answers to  questions similar t o  the ones described 

in Section 2. In order to  explain this. we first describe tlze query language SimQL in which some 

of tlzese queries can be expressed. We also describe how SilnQL is supported by tlze Query-Driven 

Simulation system Cassandra+. 

3.1 Language SiinQL 

Since queries can be asked about various sisnulation models supporting different kinds of business 

processes in an organization, there is a need to  store tlzese models in a modelbase [5] and allow the 

query language to  ask queries against this modelbase. For example, assuilze that a manufacturing 

organization has three snaizufacturing plants, PL1, PL2, and PL3 tlzat have different manufacturing 

processes. Correspondingly, we need three different models, hllfc-Model-1, Mfc-Model-2, and Mfc- 

Model-3, that model manufacturing processes in plants PL1, PL2, and PL3 respectively. We assume 

that these models are stored in a modelbase which is the central repository of all the information 

about all the simulation models maintained by the organization. Besides tlze models themselves, 

the modelbase contains additional inforlnation about the features of these models, such as the 
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name of the simulation language in which a model is written, default simulation parameters for the 

model, etc., and information needed to interface the query and simulation languages, such as the 

events that the model can trace and whether real-time queries a,re allowed on the model. 

We present an informal overview of SimQL based on the three-plant example. The formal 

description of the language can be found in [3]. 

Example 1 Assume a foreman from plant PL-3 wants to know how many parts will be manufac- 

tured within the next S hours at that plant (questiorz 1 for Cell 1 in Section 2). 

This query can be formulated in SimQL as: 

Time: 8 hours 
Answer-Semantics: Numeric 
Core-query: 

SELECT COUNT(PART) 
FROM FINISHED 

Model-Name: Mfc-Model-3 
Error-of-Estimation: 10 
Confidence-Coefficient: 95 

where FINISHED(PART,TIME) is a temporal relatiolz specifying wlzich parts are finished at  what 

time. 

This query consists of two parts: the core-query and the sfiell consisting of a set of parameters 

providing directives to Cassai~dra+ on how the core query has to  be integrated with the simulation 

module. 

The core-query expresses the actual question tlie end-user asks and is represented in this 

example with an SQL statement 

SELECT COUNT(PART) 

FROM FINISHED 

The shell parameters in this example are Time, Answer-Semantics, Model-Name, Error- 

of-Estimation, and Confidence-Coefficient. The Model-Name parameter specifies the name 

of the simulation model against which the query is asked (Rtfc-Model-3 in our example). The Time 

specifies for how long simulations have to  be run (8 hours). The Answer-Semantics parameter 

specifies if the query returns a nuniber as the answer (e.g. the nunlber of parts produced) or a 

relation (as in Example 2). Depending on this parameter, Cassandras returns different answers, as 

will be explained below. Finally, Error-of-Estimation and Confidence-Coefficient parameters 

specify the estimatioil error of the answer. A typical answer in case the Answer-Semantics 
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parameter is Numeric would be: 

The average number of parts produced within tlie next 8 hours is 32 f 3, and we can 

make this stateinent with coilfideiice 95%. 

In this example, only five shell parameters are used. However, SimQL supports other parame- 

ters as well. This means that the other parameters were given def~zi l t  values by Cassandra+. The 

description of other SimQL parameters can be found in 131. 

Cassandra+ processes a SimQL query as follows. IVhen the user issues a SimQL query, 

Cassandra+ determines the simulation model to  which the query refers, determines 11ow many 

simulation runs N are needed to obtain the answer within the estimation bounds specified by the 

user, runs this simulation model for i\T sinlulation runs, storing simulation traces in trace files, 

converts the resulting simulation trace files into tlie temporal database format, issues the temporal 

(core) query against each sinlulatio~i trace, and statistically analyzes the answers t o  these queries. 

The details of this query processing strategy are described in [3]. As follows from this explanation, 

the architecture of Cassandra+ colisists of two components: the siillulatioil and the querying com- 

ponents. The task of the Cassanclra+ architecture is to "interface" the querying component with 

the simulation component. 

In Example 1, we used SQL with tilnestamps as a query language. However as we explain in 

[3], any other temporal relational query language, such as TQuel [32], TSQL 12-51, or temporal logic 

calculus [23, 191, can be used instead of SQL as a core-query language. Furthermore, simulation 

models in the modelbase can be written in any  silnulatioli language, as long as they generate the 

trace files in a certain relatioilal forill described in [3]. This means that the query-driven simulation 

system Cassandraf allows end-users to  ask queries in the language of tlteir choice against simulation 

models written in ally ~imula~tion la,nguage. 

Exarnple 2 Consider another question (question 2 from Cell-1 in Section 2) that a foreman from 

plant PL-2 may want to  ask: 

Which machines will have a utilization ratio of niore than 90% during the next 10 hours? 

Assume that the temporal relation MACHINE: describes the status of the machines. It has the 

form MACHINE(ID,STATUS,FROM.TO) specifying that a certain machine has a certain status 
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from time FROM until time TO. Then this query call be expressed in SimQL as1 

Time: 10 hours 
Answer-Semantics: Relational 
Core-query : 

SELECT ID 
FROM MACHINE 
WHERE STATUS = 'busy' AND $NOW < FROh1[ 

AND TO < $ N O W +  10hours 
GROUP-BY ID 
HAVING SUM(T0 - FROM) > 90%> * l0hours 

Model-Name: Mfc-Model-2 
Error-of-Estimation: 10 
Confidence-Coefficient : 95 

This query returns a relation as the answer, i.e. a list of the nia,cllines. Therefore, the value of the 

Answer-Semantics parameter is Relational. A typical answer for this query is 

The most likely answer for this query is { Ililachi~.~e-23, ~Vfachine-12, A4achine-l 7 ), and 

it is returned with probability 36% f 3% and confidence level of 9.5%. 

Note that the answer for the SimQL query with tlle "relational" value of the Answer- 

Semantics parameter is different from the query with the "numeric" value of this parameter. 

In the former case, the query returns the most likely relaation a,s the answer and the estimation 

of its probability. In the latter case, tl-te query returns the average value of the answer and the 

estimate of its value. 

In summary, we provided a short overview of the general purpose temporal query language 

SimQL that allows users to  ask queries a,bout simulation outcolnes of various business processes. 

The language is designed so that core queries can be expressed in any temporal relational query 

language against models written in any sirnulatioll language. Among other important features of 

SimQL, not discussed in this paper, is the support for clueries about the past, support for the 

of-l ine queries (discussed in Section 2), support for the tuple sema,ntics of answers (alternate type 

of answer the user can ask for) a.nd the support for exlierinzental design (when the user can ask a 

query about a range of models wit11 different values of parameters). Description of these features 

and their implemelltation in Cassandra.+ call be found in j3]. 

'we  simplified this query a little assuming that a t  the present time, $ATOW, and at the end of the time interval, 
$NOW + 10, all machines are idle. We can remove this restriction, hut the clnery will he much more cumbersome in 
this case. 
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.....I' 

..._ ............... ___ .....,, _ ..._._ ,.." '.._, 

i' End-User Questions ',,: 

Figure 2: Translation of User Questions into SiinQL 

3.2 How End-User Questions Are Mapped illto SiillQL Queries 

In Section 2, we presented various questions different people in a manufacturing organization want 

to  ask about outcomes of their business processes, and in Section 3.1 we described the types of 

questions SimQL supports. Although some of these questions could be asked directly in SimQL 

as Examples 1 and 2 show, other questions cannot be directly expressed in SirnQL. For example, 

the question "what should the lot size be to  satisfy our current demand profile a t  the minimum 

cost?" cannot be expressed directly in SilnQL because it is a high-level question requiring solving 

an optimization problem. 

Since not all questions of interest t o  the end-user can be expressed in SimQL, this means that 

there should be a mapping (translation) froin the high-level end-user questions into SimQL queries. 

For example, if a manager wants to linow if it is better to  assign a certain customer order t o  plant 

A or t o  plant B, where "better" is measured in terms of delivery time, then he or she can ask two 

SimQL queries, i.e. "how much time will it take to fillis11 the customer order in plant A" and a 

similar query for plant B, and then coinpare the results. 
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Figure 2 summarizes the distinction between the user queries directly expressible in SimQL 

and those that need translation. The translation call be achieved by building various tools on top 

of SimQL queries2 that translate high-level end-user questions into SimQL queries in one of the 

following ways: 

Manually. In this case the user does the translation by him- or herself by formulating a set of 

SimQL queries and then analyzing the results. We illustrated this process with the question 

"to which plant is it better to assign a certain job?" As we showed already, the manager 

translates this question in his or her mind into two SimQL queries and compares the answers 

in order t o  obtain the answer to  the original question. 

Using 4GL's. The 4th Generation Langua,ge built '.on top" of Cassandra+ provides for the pro- 

cessing of some high-level queries. For example, the "two plant" query can be handled by a 

4GL language as well. 

Using Conventional PL's. The user can embed SimQL queries into conventional programming 

languages (e.g. C, COBOL, Assembler, etc.), as is typically done with conventional database 

query languages. For example, in large data-intensive applications, SQL queries are embed- 

ded into conventional programming languages. such as C, COBOL, or ASSEMBLER, each 

language requiring a separate interface [9]. Therefore, if we want to  embed SimQL queries 

into a programming language, we have to provide an interface between this programming 

language and SimQL, as is done in the classic database case. 

Using Expert Systems. An expert system can be built "on top" of SimQL. This expert system 

will reason about outcosnes of various SimQL queries thus answering high-level questions 

asked by the end-user. 

Using Optimization Modules. MThile dealing with optimization queries, a single query can 

spawn off several queries. For example in deternlining the optinlum lot size, the optimizer will 

start with a particular lot size value and keep changing the size until an optimum is obtained. 

Each such size value will result in a different query and a different set of simulation runs. 

As part of our future work, we plan to develop sonze of these translation tools. In particular, 

we are interested in the optimization module and in the application of genetic algorithms [16] as 

2For comparison, database management systems usually have various tools built "on top" of the database that 
support high-level questions the end-users ask that are either difficult or impossible t,o express in the query language 
of the database. 
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a technique to  solve this problem. In this paper, we assume that the translation is done either 

manually or by embedding SimQL into some conventional programming 1angua.ge. 

As the sample of questions presented in Section 2 shows, translation of end-user questions into 

SimQL queries becomes progressively Inore difficult as we move up the management hierarchy as 

shown in Figure 1. For example, at the operational level of management most of the questions in 

Cells 1 through 4 presented in Section 2 can be expressed directly in SimQL. Some of the examples 

of such questions are "where will job-5 be 5 hours from now?", "how many jobs will be produced in 

the next shift?", "what will the material costs for order-5 be?", or "to complete order-20 in a week, 

how much overtime should be granted?" Furthermore, those queries that cannot be expressed in 

SimQL can be easily translated into SimQL queries. 

At the tactical level of management, some of the questioils in Section 2 are directly expressible 

in SimQL, whereas others are not. For example, such questions as "what will be the yield per plant 

for the next quarter for manufacturing Product-C?" or "what will be the average cost of producing 

product-A for the next quarter?" can be directly expressed in SimQL. On the other hand, such 

questions as "What should the lot size be to  satisfy our current demand profile a t  the minimum 

cost?" or "Can I reduce my Work-In-Process (WIP) by reducing set-up times?" cannot be directly 

expressed in SimQL and require translation into SimQL queries. Nevertheless, the translation of 

these questions into SimQL queries is feasible. For example, the first query requires the solution 

of an optimization problem using one of the OR methods. The translation of the second query 

requires changing set-up times and asking by how lnucli worli-in-progress will be reduced for various 

set-up times. 

At the strategic level, most of the queries cannot be expressecl directly in SimQL. For example, 

questions such as "is it better to make a new microprocessor ill-house for our new line of PCs, or is 

it better t o  buy it from the leading manufacturer of microprocessors?" or "what will the benefits of 

re-engineering of my business processes be?" that are of interest to  the senior management, cannot 

be directly expressed in SirnQL. Furthermore, it is difficult to  translate these questions into SimQL 

queries. 

In summary, most of the questions at the operational level of management can be directly 

expressed in SimQL or it is easy to translate them into SimQL queries. Although some of the 

questions at  the tactical level can be directly expressed in SimQL, others require translation, which 

is typically not hard to  do. Most of tlie queries at the strategic level of management require 

translation into SimQL queries, and it is often difficult t o  come up with this translation. This 

discussion is summarized in Table 1. This means that Query-Driven Simulations, and Cassandra+ 
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I Levels of Management ] Translatioil from End-User ) 
to  SimQL Queries 

Strategic 

Tactical 

Operational 

modera.te t,o hasd 

easy to moderate 

direct to easy 

Table 1: Translation Difficulty For Vasious User Queries 

in particular, should be used primarily by operational and tactical n~alla,gement in organizations. 

4 Comparison of QDS with the Traditional Approach 

In Section 3, we described how Query-Driven Simulations (QDS) call be used to  obtain answers 

about outcomes of business processes. It follo\vs from this description that the QDS approach has 

the following advantages over the traditional sinzulate-and-gather-statistics (SAGS) approach, in 

which a decision maker runs silnulations and gathers statistics about simulation outcomes. 

First, QDS approach provides a more declarative way of asking questions about outcomes 

of simulations than the SAGS approach. The user formulates questions in a declarative general- 

purpose query language that tells the QDS system what the user wants to know. If the user uses this 

language helshe does not have to specify how the system has to  obtain the answer. In particular, 

the user does not have to  know any siniulation and statistical packages, or write any programs. 

Second, QDS approach gives the user extra flezibility. The user call ask any query expressible 

in the query language of the QDS system (e.g. SimQL for Cassandra+). This flexibility makes the 

end-users less dependent on the MIS department since they do not have t o  rely on a simulation 

specialist when they want to asli additional questions not supported by the information systems 

installed by the MIS department. 

Third, QDS approach is more interactive than the traditional SAGS approach. The user of 

the QDS system call ask queries "on-the-fly" as they arise without ally help from the simulation 

specialist. 

Finally, QDS approach automatically provides statistical answers to the questions asked by 

the user without any extra work on his/her part. Unlike the SAGS approach, in which the user 

lias t o  determine how many simulation runs are needed in order to  obtain the answer within the 
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user-specified constraints, the QDS approach does all this work for the user. 

However, the QDS approach has certain limitatiolts in comparison to  the traditional SAGS 

approach. First of all, some of the questions expressible in the SAGS approach cannot be expressed 

as QDS queries. To explain why this is the case, consider Cassandra+, SinlQL as its query language, 

and SQL as the core query language for SimQL. It is well-known that SQL has a limited expressive 

power, and therefore, SQL queries in complex applications have to  be embedded in some general- 

purpose programming languages [lo], such as C or Cobol, in order to express complex questions. In 

contrast to  this, the SAGS approach uses general purpose simulation languages, such as MODSIM 

[4], SIMSCRIPT [7], GPSS [17], and it is well-known that they can perform certain computations 

that SQL queries cannot do [113. To solve the problein of the limited expressive power of the QDS 

approach, we propose the same strategy used in SQL applications by embedding SimQL queries in 

a general-purpose programming language. 

Another limitation of the QDS approach is that it requires generation of large trace files. In 

the worst case, the QDS system must trace every event occurring in the simulation model. In 

contrast to  this, the SAGS approach can simply compute summary statistics inside the simulation 

model and thus generate no trace files at  all. Furthermore, if the trace files are generated by the 

SAGS approach, the illode1 developer has a control over the events he or she wants t o  trace. This 

means that only a small fraction of all the events may end up being recorded in the trace files in 

the SAGS approach. Since recording events in the trace files can slow performance of the QDS in 

comparison to  the SAGS approach, it is important to  develop query optimization techniques for 

QDS systems. These techniques would allow recording only those events that are necessary for 

answering the query. We discuss some of these techniques in [37]. 

5 Applications Where Cassandras Should be Used 

The questions we described in Section 2 are important to  decision makers in mallufacturing orga- 

nizations, and therefore, as was pointed out in Section 2, organizations have been trying to  find 

ways to  provide answers to tltem. 

For example, consider the Logistics Modeling System (LMS) [13] that IBM uses as a dispatcher 

for its semicollductor facility nea,r Burlington, VT. LX4S is intended to  coordinate actions and 

decisions of several logically isolated participants in a, serially dependent system of activities. To 

do that, LMS maintains a real time da.tabase of all manufa.cturing tra,nsactions, a knowledge base 

and model information. In this system, it is importa~nt to know not only about the state of 

31n other words, SQL is not Tlirning-complete, \vliereas t,raditional simulation languages are. 
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manufacturing processes at present, but also try to predict what will happen in the future [13]. 

For example, if a protective coating on a lot of wafers expires in 30 n~inutes the11 this lot should 

be processed before that happens; otherwise, the wafers would have to  be re-coated and the whole 

process has t o  be started from scratch. Therefore, it is important to  know when protective coatings 

on different lots of wafers will expire and make appropriate routing decisions. 

Since LMS is a special purpose system whose main goal is to  collect the current transactional 

information about the wafer fabrication activities on the shop floor and use this information for the 

decision support, it has only few questions about tlre future outcomes of wafer fabrication processes 

[12]. Therefore, each such question can be answered incliviclually using the domain knowledge [12]. 

More specifically, a separate program is written to handle each such question 1121. Thus, the one- 

program-per-question approach is feasible in case of Lh4S because it handles only a few questions. 

However in general, as discussed in Section 2, decision makers in manufacturing organizations 

have many questions about outcolrles of lnanufacturing processes, and this makes the one-program- 

per-question approach less attractive. The situation becomes even more complex when an orga- 

nization has multiple simulation models since a program has to  be written for each question on 

each model in the worst case. For example, if decision makers want to  ask 500 different questions 

against 20 different manufacturing models then it  means that one has to write 10,000 programs 

that handle these questions in the worst case. 

This discussion suggests the types of applications where Query-Driven Simulation (QDS) sys- 

tems, and Cassandra+ in particular, are lssost useful. These applications can be measured in terms 

of the following two dimensions: 

how many models are there in the modelbase 

a how many different questions users of a QDS system want to ask about these models. 

The best types of applications are those wlrere users want to  ask many queries about various types 

of models since in this case the alternative program-per-cjuestion approach is the most expensive. 

The least interesting application is wlren there are few models and the users want to  ask only few 

questions about simulation results since in this case the program-per-question approach is feasible. 

This discussion leads to  the following characterization of tire QDS applications presented in Table 2. 

In Section 2, we considered questiolzs that decision makers in rna91ufc~cturing organizations ask 

about outcomes of manufacturing processes, and showed that there are many questions of interest 

to  them. Also, large manufacturillg organizations typically have many different models describing 

various aspects of manufacturing [27]. Therefore, nzanufacturing applications fall into the "many- 
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Queries 

Table 2: Applicability of Query-Driven Simulations to Different Types of Applications. 

Models  

questions-many-models,' cell in Table 2 and, thus, provide a good application for query-driven 

simulations and for Cassandraf in particular. 

Few 

M a n y  

Besides manufacturing applications, we believe that military and transportation applications 

belong to  the many-questions-many-models cell in Ta,ble 2 and, therefore, are also well-suited for 

query-driven simulations. 

6 Query-Driven Modeling Lifecycle 

Few 

Fair 

Good 

In the previous sections we described what types of questions Cassandra+ can answer and in what 

applications it can be used. In this section, we describe what it takes to run and maintain the 

system. 

M a n y  

Good 

Excellent 

We identify the following major tasks in building, running, and maintaining a Query-Driven 

Simulation system: 

1. Model Development. This task requires writing simulation models using one of the simulation 

languages, such as Simscript, Modsim, etc. These simulation models are developed by the 

model developer. 

2. Model Administration. A group of simulation models are stored in the modelbase4. The mod- 

elbase also stores additional information about these models, such as the language in which 

the simulation model is written, default simulation parameters, the list of events traced by 

the model, and various other inforlnation needed for asking queries on that model. The mod- 

elbase is maintained by a model administrator, who is responsible for adding new, removing 

4More precisely, the models themselves are stored in the secondary st,orage. However, the names of these models 
and their access paths are stored in tlie modelbase. 
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old, and updating existing models. In addition. this person grants access privileges to  various 

users of the models in the modelbase. 

3. Model Querying. This task is the major purpose of Query-Driven Simulation systems, and 

we described it a t  length in the paper. The end-users usually perform this task. To ask a 

query on a simulation model, the end-user lzas to make sure that the model exists in the 

modelbase. The end-user should also know the names of the temporal relations associated 

with the model that he or she intends to query. Finally, the end-user should know the names of 

the attributes in these temporal relations. All this information is contained in the modelbase. 

To retrieve this information from the modelbase, we need another query language that asks 

questions about characteristics of the models (as opposed to  SimQL that asks questions about 

simulation runs). For example, this second query language should support such queries as 

"which simulation language is used to write lilodel Manufact-Model-4," or "find the names 

of relations that can be queried for model Manufact-Model-5." Languages of this type were 

proposed before [22, 141 and can be used for that purpose on the modelbase. The information 

retrieved from the modelbase is needed by the end-user in order to  ask questions about 

simulation out comes. 

All the tasks described above are closely related to each other in the way shown in Figure 3. As 

Figure 3 shows, the model developer initially designs one or several working simulation models of 

an enterprise and delivers them to the model administrator who installs them into the modelbase. 

After the model administrator installs the model in the modelbase, end-users can start using it by 

issuing queries about simulation outcomes expressed in SimQL. 

At this point, either the user is satisfied with the model and keeps using it, or he/she might 

experience some problems. There are two types of problems the user can face. First, the infor- 

mation, as specified in the modelbase, does not satisfy user's needs. For example, it may turn out 

that the user wants to  ask a query about a relation that does not appear in the modelbase but 

can be easily computed from the events that the simulation model traces. Note that this problem 

can be solved by the model administrator who makes appropriate adtninistrative changes to  the 

modelbase. Note that the simulation model itself is not cllanged for this type of a problem. Second, 

the user may want t o  ask a query that the simulation model cannot handle. For example, the user 

may want to  know how many parts will be painted in red color within the next 10 hours, and the 

simulation model does not keep track of the colors of different parts and the painting information. 

In this case, the model developer must make changes to the simulation model itself. 

In both cases, Query-Driven Simulations provide a feedback loop in the process of model devel- 
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Figure 3: Query-Driven Modeling Lifecycle 
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opment and model administration: the models are modified based on the feedback coming from the 

user after the user asks various questions about these models. The process of development, instal- 

lation, usage, and feedback represents a Query-Driven ,@Iodeling Lifecycle of a model. The model 

development process can go througlr several iterations before it converges to  a stable simulation 

model satisfying end-user's needs. 

We have described in this section the simulation modeling issues that arise while doing Query- 

Driven Simulations. A QDS system, as any other software system, also requires system adminis- 

tration. The system administration functions include setting resource quotas, assigning privileges, 

configuring the system, and so on. One function. special for the Query-Driven Simulations is to  

let the end-user use a requested temporal database for Query-Driven Simulations. For example, 

assume that user A wants to  use Quel for asking queries about simulations and Ingres for storing 

simulation traces, user B wants to use SQL and Oracle for that purpose, and user C wants to 

use TQuel (assuming TQuel were implemented on some temporal database). In 1373 we describe 

the steps necessary to take in order to  switch a user from one database and query language to  

another one. In addition, all the three users should be assigned privileges specifying who can use 

which databases, and their accounts should be configured appropriately. All these tasks should be 

performed by the system admi?zistrator. 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper, we described how Query-Driven Simulations (QDS), and Cassandra+ in particular, 

can be used by different people in various orgallizations for asking questions about future outcomes 

of business processes. The informatioil provided by a QDS system can help managers make better 

planning, control, and staffing decisions. 

In particular, we considered a manufacturing organization and described the types of questions 

decision makers across different functional units and levels of management ask about outcomes of 

manufacturing processes. We considered how these questions can be expressed in the query language 

SimQL and concluded that the higher the person is in the management hierarchy, the more difficult 

it is t o  translate his/her questions in SimQL. 

We also described the types of applications that are best suited for Query-Driven Simulations. 

We concluded that the best applicatiorrs are those where end-users want to  ask many different 

types of questions about simulation outcomes of many simulation models. We showed that manu- 

facturing applications belong to  this category. We also believe that some other applications, such 

as transportation and military, also belong to  this type of applications. 
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Finally, we pointed out that the end-users can ask queries about simulation outcomes of the 

models written in any simulation language, as long as its outputs follow a certain standard format. 

Furthermore, queries can be asked in any temporal relatiorial query language of the user's choice. 

We also described various tasks required to  operate a QDS system, such as simulation model 

development, maintenance of a modelbase, asking queries, and administerillg the system. 
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